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ABSTRACT: The LHCb detector will be upgraded to make more efficient use of the available luminosity at the LHC in Run III and extend its potential for discovery. The Ring Imaging Cherenkov detectors are key components of the LHCb detector for particle identification. In this paper we describe the setup and the results of tests in a charged particle beam, carried out to assess prototypes of the upgraded opto-electronic chain from the Multi-Anode PMT photosensor to the readout and data acquisition system.
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1 Introduction

The LHCb experiment [1] performs high-precision measurements of CP violation and searches for New Physics, taking advantage of the significantly enhanced production of beauty and charm hadrons at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN. Ring Imaging Cherenkov (RICH) detectors are fundamental to the particle identification system of the experiment and are essential for most of the physics results published by LHCb. The two RICH detectors have performed very successfully during Run 1 of the LHC [2].
In order to expand the potential for discovery and the study of new phenomena at the LHCb experiment, an upgrade of the detector is planned for Run 3. A principal feature of the upgrade is to read out the detector at every bunch crossing, a rate of 40 MHz, and apply a more flexible software-based trigger system to improve the selection of interesting events at a luminosity of $2 \times 10^{33} \text{cm}^{-2}\text{s}^{-1}$. As a consequence, the current RICH photon detectors (Hybrid Photon Detectors), with encapsulated front end electronics, will have to be replaced. Multi-anode Photo-Multiplier Tubes (MaPMT), offering similar pixel size, are candidates for the replacement. A detailed description of the RICH upgrade project is given in the Technical Design Report [3].

Tests of the full opto-electronic chain have been performed in a charged particle beam during Autumn 2014 at the SPS facility at CERN. The performance of the proposed photon detectors (Hamamatsu R11265 MaPMT [4]) and the feasibility of the readout and DAQ chain, which includes an external front-end custom readout chip (CLARO [5]) and the associated data acquisition electronics (Digital Boards), were assessed.

2 Experimental setup

The beam tests were performed in the North Area of the Prevessin site at CERN. A beam consisting mainly of pions and protons with momentum of $180 \text{GeV/c}$ was obtained from the SPS facility and guided through a light-tight box containing a glass planoconvex lens, used as the Cherenkov radiator. The Cherenkov light was detected with MaPMTs housed in an aluminium structure attached to the box. The box was placed downstream of a tracking telescope able to record and reconstruct the trajectory of the incoming beam particles.

2.1 Optical system

The optical setup consisted of a planoconvex lens made of borosilicate glass with two parallel cuts giving a doubly-truncated profile as shown in figure 1. The radius of the lens has been measured to be $R = 144.6 \pm 0.1 \text{mm}$. It has a diameter of $151.7 \pm 0.1 \text{mm}$ and a thickness at the centre of $27.0 \pm 0.1 \text{mm}$. A reflective layer (annulus) 20 mm wide was deposited on the spherical surface. The reflective layer is a 100 nm thick aluminium coating with a reflectivity of $\sim 0.9$ in the wavelength range of interest. The spherical, top and bottom surfaces of the lens have been blackened in order to absorb scattered photons. The centre of the lens on the flat surface, out to a radius of 17 mm has been blackened to reduce the length of the charged particle path over which detectable photons are produced. Particles enter the lens at the middle of the spherical side producing Cherenkov photons which are reflected at the flat surface due to total internal reflection. The photons are reflected again by the thin reflective layer deposited onto the spherical surface and exit from the lens at the flat surface. At the focal plane of the lens, the photons form a Cherenkov ring as shown in figure 2.

A view of the system, looking downstream, with the expected position of the ring on the MaPMTs is shown in figure 3. The beam passes through the centre of the image creating a Cherenkov ring with a radius of $\sim 60 \text{mm}$. Only four of the available 8 MaPMT sockets are instrumented.
2.2 Photon detector

The photon detectors tested are the Hamamatsu R11265,\textsuperscript{1} which are candidates for the RICH upgrade. The R11265 is an MaPMT capable of detecting single photons in the wavelength range 200–600 nm. It is a 26.2 mm square device, with 64 (8 × 8) pixels, and an active area of 23 × 23 mm\textsuperscript{2} such that the geometrical acceptance is 77\%. The pixel size is approximately 2.9 × 2.9 mm\textsuperscript{2}. The typical average gain with a standard voltage divider provided by the manufacturer is $10^6$ at 1 kV. The maximum pixel-to-pixel gain variation is a factor 3.

\textsuperscript{1}http://www.hamamatsu.com/resources/pdf/etd/R11265U_H11934_TPMH1336E.pdf.
A dedicated radiation tolerant ASIC, the CLARO, was used to read out the photon detectors. The CLARO is an 8-channel chip containing an analogue pulse shaping amplifier and a binary discriminator allowing the detection of single photons. Each channel has an individual threshold, programmed through a 6 bits register, resulting in 64 threshold values. The baseline of the amplifier is recovered within 25 ns, in order to suppress signal spill-over, and it has low power consumption at \( \sim 1 \text{ mW} \) per channel.

The photon detector assembly, housing MaPMTs, readout electronics and ancillary systems, is conceived as a modular structure based on independent functional units. The basic unit is the Elementary Cell (EC) designed to be common to both RICH detectors of LHCb. Each EC houses 4 MaPMTs and front-end electronics and consists of:

- The baseboard (BB) with custom sockets to house 4 MaPMTs. It provides power, common High Voltage (HV) to the photocathodes of the MaPMTs, four resistor divider chains which supply potentials to the dynodes and connect the MaPMT anodes to the CLARO inputs.
- Four Front-End Boards (FEB), each equipped with eight CLARO chips.
- The backboard (BkB), which interfaces the FEBs to the Digital Board (DB) for configuration and read out.

All the components are assembled within an aluminium case serving as mechanical support structure and providing heat dissipation and ground connection. An exploded view of the EC is shown in figure 4. Two EC have been installed at the focal plane of the lens on either side of the beam. Only half of each EC was instrumented and read out by two FEBs. The setup was installed on a remotely controllable translation table in order to align it in the plane perpendicular to the beam.

Figure 5 shows the light-tight box installed in the experimental area, where the two EC are visible. A view of the inside of the box is shown in figure 6.

### 2.3 Trigger and data acquisition

The digital signal outputs of the CLARO are connected to an FPGA on the Digital Board, collecting events in response to triggers. The DB formats the data into multi-event packets (MEP) and transmits them via Gbit Ethernet to a PC where they are saved. The Gbit Ethernet links are also

---

**Figure 3.** The expected ring position superimposed to the two Elementary Cells, each with two $8 \times 8$ pixel MaPMTs. The beam is entering into the paper.
Figure 4. An exploded view of the Elementary Cell. Showing from left to right, the BkB, 4 FEBs with aluminium shell, BB and MaPMTs.

Figure 5. The box installed in the testbeam experimental area with two half ECs, equipped with 2 FEBs able to read 128 channels (2 MaPMTs each).
used to configure the FPGA on the DB and the CLARO chips. The control of the data acquisition (DAQ) system is achieved using a Graphical User Interface (GUI). The GUI manages configuration parameters for the EC (such as the CLARO chip thresholds) and provides run control functions. A schematic diagram of the DAQ system and a timing diagram showing the principal signals are shown in Figs 7 and 8. Readout is triggered by the coincidence of two beam scintillators formed in NIM logic. The coincidence signal (C) is received by the trigger board [6] and is used to provide a signal that toggles on each leading edge of the beam coincidence (B). Alternatively the trigger board can generate its own trigger signal using an internal pulser. The trigger board signal is fanned-out to each digital board. A trigger pulse (T) is generated from the trigger toggle in each readout board. It is synchronous to the local clock and passes through a pipeline of programmable length to align it with the front-end signals (F) that can also be delayed by a programmable amount. Front-end signals that are in coincidence with the trigger pulse at the outputs of their respective pipelines are then formatted into Ethernet packets for transmission to the DAQ PC. Buffer overflow in each digital board is prevented by the assertion of a gate signal (G) only when the board is ready to receive triggers. These signals are ORed in the trigger board to form a global gate for the generated trigger. Additional programmable deadtime is introduced at this point to allow the output bandwidth to
be controlled with the aim of minimising packet loss in the network switch. The trigger board also generates a timestamp signal (S) whose leading edge is synchronous with the passage of the triggering beam particle. This is connected to a dedicated input of the beam telescope readout electronics and allows the data from the two readout systems to be correlated offline.

2.3.1 Online data monitoring

A quasi-online data monitor has been developed in order to validate the data during acquisition. A decoding program is able to read the data before the end of the run and to display monitoring histograms. A map of the accumulated hits on the four MaPMTs is shown in figure 9. Other histograms, such as distributions of the hit multiplicity, are also available to monitor the performance of the system.

2.4 Track telescope and readout synchronisation

2.4.1 Telescope description

The beam can be tracked in space with a dedicated track telescope, comprising 8 planes of silicon pixel detectors read out with the TimePix3 (TP3) chip. Each plane has a size of about 14 mm×14 mm and is subdivided in pixels of 55 μm×55 μm. At a typical particle momentum of 180 GeV/c, the
reconstructed tracks provide excellent position resolution of order a few $\mu$m at the lens. The telescope has a triggerless readout: hits are recorded continuously once a run is started. Each hit pixel records the position of a particle and a timestamp with a precision of 1 ns. The data are then analysed offline and tracks are formed from hits in each plane that have consistent times. The telescope also writes 64-bit trigger timestamps, which are saved every time an external trigger is sent to the TP3.

The tracking information for the particles passing through the lens radiator is essential in order to reconstruct the Cherenkov angle and to improve the simulation by providing it with the correct beam profile. Moreover, the tracking data can identify events with multiple beam particles within the trigger gate of the MaPMT acquisition and help correctly estimate the number of expected photons per event.

2.4.2 Synchronization between the two systems

The association between the hits collected with the RICH acquisition system and the tracks from the telescope is made using timestamps. Every time a RICH event is acquired a signal is sent to the telescope, where it is registered and time stamped. There is a time delay of about 330 ns between the RICH signal and the tracks, as shown in figure 10. The search time window was a few hundred ns. The time distribution of the tracks is very sharp, with an RMS of 2 ns showing good communication between the two systems. Figure 10 shows the number of tracks that can be found within a 50 ns window centred at -330 ns. More than 97% of the RICH events have at least one telescope track.
Figure 10. Left: distribution of the delay between RICH triggers and tracks recorded by the telescope. Right: distribution of the number of tracks associated to about $6 \times 10^5$ events. Less than 3% of the events have no tracks associated, while about 1% of the events have more than one track associated.

associated with the event, while around 1% of the events have more than one associated track. The missing track information, in less than 3% events, is due to the inefficiency of the tracking system.

3 Simulation

A simulation was used in order to understand and optimise the experimental setup. Two different methods have been used to allow quick development and to cross check the results. A ray-tracing simulation using a fast and flexible optical CAD software package\(^2\) has been used to optimise the optical system and make an initial estimate of its performance. In addition to this, a more detailed simulation of the testbeam setup using the Geant4\(^7\) software toolkit was performed for a complete evaluation of the system performance, including the reconstructed Cherenkov angle resolution.

3.1 Optical simulation

In preparation for the beam test the optical CAD software has been used to assess different setup configurations. The goal was to find a configuration able to focus the Cherenkov photons on a focal plane which is sufficiently displaced from the beam axis to avoid direct exposure of the MaPMTs to the particles of the beam. The measured transmission properties of the used lens were inputs for the simulation.

Figure 11 shows ray-traced photons that correspond to the geometrical setup shown in figure 2. Figure 12 shows the Cherenkov ring, which is incomplete as the lens is cropped and does not cover a full circle. The thickness of the ring is of the order of one MaPMT pixel, less than 3 mm. The best focal distance is determined by simulations and located at 25 mm from the flat side of the lens. The focused ring has an expected radius with a mean value of $R_{\text{ring}} = 59.8$ mm and an RMS of 0.6 mm. (Figure 12, right).

The thickness of the ring was minimised by studying the effects of the emission point of Cherenkov photons in the radiator and the chromatic dispersion. In order to take into account the chromatic dispersion, the full Cherenkov spectrum was generated and then convoluted with the

**Figure 11.** The Cherenkov photon tracing (seen from the top) obtained using the optical CAD. The different colours represent Cherenkov photons with different energy.

**Figure 12.** Expected ring of Cherenkov photons at the photodetector plane on the left. On the right, the radius distribution with an RMS of 0.6 mm. Since the lens is cut at the top and bottom (see figure 3), the expected ring is cut at ±40 mm in the vertical direction.

quantum efficiency of the MaPMTs shown in figure 13. Including both effects in the simulation and collecting photons from the full length of the particle path inside the glass, the RMS of the photon distribution (ring thickness) was 1.9 mm. In order to reduce it, black tape was used to allow only photons emitted in the first 13 mm of the glass to reach the photon detectors. In this way the RMS was reduced to 0.63 mm. Reducing the number of photons also lowered the probability of double hits on the same pixel that could bias the photon yield estimate.

The contribution of the chromatic dispersion was evaluated by fixing the emission point, giving a contribution to the RMS of 0.6 mm. Similarly, fixing the wavelength of the emitted Cherenkov photons to $\lambda = 377$ nm, the emission point error contribution is evaluated to be 0.12 mm.

Simulating a beam with a Gaussian spread of about 10 mm in both directions had negligible difference compared with a beam with zero spatial extent. Finally, the biggest contribution to the width of the ring is the pixel size of the MaPMTs which at 3 mm gives an RMS of $\sim \frac{3 \text{ mm}}{\sqrt{12}} = (\sim 0.9 \text{ mm})$. 


3.2 Geant4 simulation

The simulation and reconstruction of the testbeam data use a common software framework so that the same detector description is used for both. It is configured within the LHCb software framework and uses the Geant4 toolkit for the detector simulation. The information relating to the geometry, material and optical properties of the various components of the testbeam setup is read from a database which includes the size and shape of the radiator, the geometry of the MaPMTs and the pixel size. The Geant4 toolkit simulates the physics processes of the charged particle interactions with the detector, the production and transport of Cherenkov photons, the reflection and refraction at the optical boundaries and the production of photo-electrons. The measured quantum efficiencies of the MaPMTs as a function of the photon wavelength are also included (figure 13) together with the optical properties of the glass radiator. The refractive index is then scaled using the mean Cherenkov angle reconstructed from the data, as described in the following section. The beam divergence is obtained from the measurement of the beam direction using the tracking telescope described in section 2.4.1. The detection efficiency of each of the pixels in the MaPMTs, due to the readout threshold applied, is obtained from the measurements taken during the testbeam. The number of detected photons per charged track obtained from the simulation is compared with that from data in section 4.4.

4 Data analysis

4.1 Threshold scan studies

Several threshold scan runs were performed throughout the test period, at various MaPMT HVs, all with 1 million events per threshold setting. The threshold settings spanned from threshold 7 to threshold 63 in steps of 2 units, where each unit is about $35 \times 10^3 e^-$. Threshold scans were performed using Cherenkov photons and this implies that off-ring pixels were illuminated only by stray photons and their event rate is much lower than that for pixels on the Cherenkov ring. Nevertheless the spectra of off-ring pixels could be reconstructed adequately despite the lower statistics. The integral spectra obtained from these runs were then differentiated and the resulting
pulse-height spectra for each pixel were fitted with three Gaussian functions (noise pedestal, single photon peak and double photon peak). Two typical spectra, with the fit superimposed, for a pixel on the ring (blue) and off the ring (red) in the default working condition (MaPMT HV at 1000 V) are shown in figure 14. The spectra were used to determine the best value of the threshold for each pixel, defined as the minimum between the noise pedestal and the single photon peak. By selecting this threshold value, it is possible to reject most of the noise while maintaining an adequate photon detection efficiency. Figure 15 shows a plot of the photon detection efficiency and the pedestal noise rejection with respect to the threshold settings for one of the pixels of figure 14. The efficiency is calculated as the ratio of the integral above threshold to the integral of the complete single photon peak, while noise rejection is calculated as the ratio of the integrated noise pedestal below the chosen threshold to the integral of the pedestal above the lowest available threshold.

4.2 Measurement of dark counts

Several runs were taken without beam using the internal trigger referred to in section 2.3. The number of hits recorded by each anode without beam is referred to as the dark count. Around 10 million events were recorded for each run at different values of high voltage from 960 V to 1080 V in steps of 20 V. The threshold was set to be uniform across all channels, without using the individual setting, therefore the high voltage dependence cannot be properly characterised. In order to estimate the dark count rate, the number of recorded hits at each anode is divided by the number of triggers and the length of time that the device is actively recording photons after each trigger, which was set to 62.5 ns. The dark count rate is calculated for all anodes, and the mean value for each MaPMT is plotted as a function of high voltage in figure 16. It should be noted that the dark count rate is negligible compared to the hit rate for runs taken with beam.

The manufacturer provides measurements of the dark current and average gain for each MaPMT, which can be used to calculate the average dark count rate across all anodes in the device. As the
Figure 15. Single photon peak detection efficiency and noise rejection vs threshold setting for pixel 26 on MaPMT C. The red line and the data-tips indicate their value at the chosen threshold setting.

Figure 16. A plot of average dark count rate for each MaPMT as a function of high voltage.

dark current and dark count measurements are made in a very different way, it is only possible to make a qualitative comparison. The measurements are compatible to within an order of magnitude, i.e. tens of Hz. The MaPMTs with the highest and lowest dark currents given by the manufacturer, also have the highest and lowest dark count rates as measured in our testbeam setup.
4.3 Cross-talk studies

From the acquired data it is possible to estimate the cross-talk of the entire opto-electronic chain. This can be done by looking at pairs or clusters of neighbouring active pixels during the same event in a region of the MaPMT far from the Cherenkov ring. On the ring the rate of Cherenkov photons is quite high (about 4 photons per event per MaPMT are expected) so there would be a non negligible probability of two real photons hitting neighbouring pixels, resulting in a false cross-talk count. For this reason all the pixels on the ring and the nearest neighbours are masked out in this analysis. Furthermore, since the illumination rate of pixels off-ring is less than 1% of the total events, the probability of accidental coincidence between two neighbouring pixels can be neglected. Also the dark counts are low enough to be ignored. For these reasons, the coincidences are attributed to cross-talk.

Using the binary data from the read out system it is not possible to distinguish which of the two neighbouring pixels induced cross-talk on the other, thus the number of cross-talk events was evenly split between the two pixels. Based on these considerations the cross-talk probability is calculated as:

\[
\text{Cross-talk (i \to j)} = \frac{N_{ij}/2}{N_i}
\]

where \(N_{ij}\) is the number of events where both pixels are on and \(N_i\) is the number of events where at least pixel \(i\) is on. The same calculation is done exchanging pixel \(j\) with pixel \(i\) and the final cross-talk value between the pair is the mean of the two values.

The histogram of the computed values for the runs with thresholds set for each channel, is plotted in figure 17. The mean value across the two MaPMT considered (C and D) is 1.48%. These results are obtained in real working conditions and include the contributions from the whole opto-electronic chain. This low cross-talk was possible thanks to the careful design of the entire system, including the good quality of the MaPMTs, the layout of the front-end board and the CLARO preamplifier design [5]. This result is in good agreement with previous test-bench measurements [8, 9].

\[\text{Figure 17. Histogram of the cross-talk probability. The mean value is 1.48%}.\]
4.4 Photo-electron yield measurement

The distribution of the number of recorded hits has been studied with data in order to calculate the number of detected Cherenkov photons. A loose selection has been applied in order to reject possible noisy events. In particular events with more than 10 hits in any one MaPMT or more than 30 hits in the four MaPMTs have been rejected. The distribution of the number of hit pixels per event for each MaPMT and in total is shown in figure 18. The distributions are obtained using the best value of the threshold for each pixel as defined in section 4.1 and with HV=1000 V applied. These are compared with the results from the Geant4 simulation and are also cross-checked using an analytical estimate. One possible source of the small discrepancy is the halo of particles in the beam, which was not modelled in the simulation.

4.4.1 Comparison with simulation

The distributions of the number of hits per track in each MaPMT are shown in the upper plots of figure 18. The lower plot compares the total number observed in data with that from the simulation as described in section 3. The mean number of hits per track, in data and in simulation, are given in table 1 and agree within uncertainties. The uncertainties mainly come from the determination of the inefficiencies in the readout and the knowledge of the refractive index of the radiator.

4.4.2 Analytical estimate of the yield

The expected number of detected photo-electrons per unit length and per unit of wavelength from a saturated track is given by:

\[
\frac{d^2N}{d\lambda dx} = \frac{2\pi \alpha}{\lambda^2} \left( 1 - \frac{1}{n^2(\lambda)} \right) \cdot \text{QE}_{\text{MaPMT}}(\lambda) \cdot \tilde{T}_{\text{lens}}(\lambda) \times \epsilon_{\text{geo}} \cdot \epsilon_{\text{Mirror-refl}}(\lambda) \cdot \epsilon_{\text{interface}}(\lambda) \cdot \epsilon_{\text{threshold}} \cdot \epsilon_{\text{pixel}}
\]

where \(\alpha \approx \frac{1}{137}\) is the fine structure constant, \(n\) is the refractive index of the lens and
- \(\text{QE}_{\text{MaPMT}}(\lambda)\): quantum efficiency of the MaPMTs measured in the laboratory (see figure 13).
- \(\tilde{T}_{\text{lens}}(\lambda)\): average transmission of the borosilicate lens measured in the laboratory and evaluated for the average photon path length.
- \(\epsilon_{\text{geo}}\): geometrical acceptance of the MaPMT with respect to the full ring, given by optical simulations.
- \(\epsilon_{\text{Mirror-refl}} = 0.9\): assumed coefficient of the reflective layer on the back surface of the lens. In first approximation it is considered independent of the wavelength.
- \(\epsilon_{\text{interface}}\): transmission coefficient at the plane surface of the lens \(\sim 96\%\), assumed independent of the wavelength.
- \(\epsilon_{\text{threshold}}\): average of the digital read out efficiency (see 4.1).
- \(\epsilon_{\text{pixel}}\): dead area around each pixel (13%).

Integrating over the wavelength spectrum and the radiator length (13 mm) we obtain the expected number of photo-electrons. These are shown in table 1. There is a reasonable agreement between the number of hits and the number expected.
Figure 18. Multiplicity distribution for each of the four MaPMTs (top). Distribution of the total number of hits in data with the expected distribution obtained from the Geant4 simulation superimposed (bottom).

4.4.3 Multi-track correlation studies

A study of the correlation between multi-track events and number of photo-electron hits on the MaPMTs has been performed. Figure 19 shows the distribution of the number of hits for each MaPMT for events that contained one, two and three beam particle tracks. Table 2 shows the parameters of these distributions. It is clear that as the number of tracks in the event increases so does the number of hits, as expected. The number of photons is not proportional to the number of tracks as each pixel is read out in binary mode and the probability that two photons will hit the same pixel
Table 1. Comparison of average yield in each MaPMT from data, simulation and analytical estimate. For the analytical estimate the uncertainty on the transmission curve gives an error of ±0.01 photo-electrons on the yields. Other sources of error are negligible.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Simulation</th>
<th>Analytical estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mean RMS</td>
<td>mean RMS</td>
<td>mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>13.4 3.8</td>
<td>13.1 2.9</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMT A</td>
<td>3.6 1.7</td>
<td>3.1 1.5</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMT B</td>
<td>3.3 1.6</td>
<td>3.1 1.5</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMT C</td>
<td>4.4 1.9</td>
<td>3.3 1.5</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMT D</td>
<td>4.2 1.8</td>
<td>3.3 1.5</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 19. Distributions of the number of hits in each MaPMT for events with one, two and three tracks associated.

increases with the number of tracks. The correlation is in good agreement with the simulation when the binary readout effect is included. If we take the multiplicity distribution observed in data with an average of $N_{\text{hits, 1 track}} = 3.9$, we obtained from simulation $N_{\text{hits, 2 tracks}} = 6.6$ and $N_{\text{hits, 3 tracks}} = 8.7$.

4.5 Fit of the ring

A ring fit procedure has been developed in order to obtain a robust value for the Cherenkov ring radius, centre and resolution and to compare the data with the values expected from simulations. Two different procedures have been developed. The first one uses the integrated events. For each run, a minimization of the circle-to-data distance weighted by the number of hits per pixel is performed on the accumulated number of hits per pixel assuming a uniform distribution inside
Table 2. Parameters of the distributions of the number of hits for events with one, two and three tracks associated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(N_{\text{hits}, \text{1 track}})</th>
<th></th>
<th>(N_{\text{hits}, \text{2 tracks}})</th>
<th></th>
<th>(N_{\text{hits}, \text{3 tracks}})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>RMS</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>RMS</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMT A</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>6.78</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>8.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMT B</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>6.31</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>8.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMT C</td>
<td>4.70</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>7.35</td>
<td>4.29</td>
<td>8.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMT D</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>7.26</td>
<td>4.70</td>
<td>8.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 20. The fitted ring superimposed to the integrated events. The figure shows the superimposition of two different runs taken with the ECs shifted in the vertical direction in order to illuminate different pixels of the MaPMTs.

The fitted ring superimposed to the real data is shown in figure 20 for two different runs. A radius of \(R = 60.5\) mm and an RMS of 0.5 mm, compatible with the values expected from simulations, are obtained.

The second procedure is based on fits to single events: each event is fitted independently. The ring centre coordinates \((x, y)\) and the radius are the free parameters of the fit. The hit position is taken as the centre of the pixel with an error given by the pixel size. For each event the distance between pixel centre and ring is minimise. A fit for a single event is shown in figure 21. Distributions of the centre coordinates and of the radius extracted from the single event fits are reported in figure 22. The vertical coordinate of the ring centre is less constrained in the fit due to the fact that the ECs are positioned close to the horizontal axis. For this reason, the distribution of the vertical coordinate of the ring centre shows a larger RMS compared with that of the horizontal coordinate.

The mean value of the radius of 60.3 mm and the sigma of the distribution \(\sigma_R = 0.5\) mm are in
good agreement with the values calculated with the first method and with the values expected from the simulation.

4.6 Cherenkov angle reconstruction

The reconstruction of the Cherenkov angle is performed using the algorithm described in [10], which requires as inputs the hit detection point, the photon emission point, the centre of curvature of the mirror and the direction of the charged track. In this case the ‘mirror’ is the curved surface of the lens where there is a reflective coating and its radius of curvature is the same as that of the lens. The algorithm makes use of the fact that one can define a plane of reflection for the photons reflected at the mirror using the three input coordinates and that the mirror reflection point is also in this plane defined by these three coordinates.

The photon emission point is taken to be the mid-point of the track segment radiating detectable photons. To simplify the geometry in the reconstruction, the photon’s reflection on the flat surface of the lens is accounted for by using an (optically equivalent) virtual emission point outside of the lens. The virtual emission point is the reflection of the emission point in the flat surface of the lens. The photons undergo a refraction when exiting the radiator towards the MaPMT plane. An “image plane” is considered where the photons would have traveled the same optical path length, without this refraction. Using simulated data, every pixel centre on the MaPMT plane is mapped to this “image plane”. The hits mapped on to this plane are used as the detection point for the reconstruction algorithm. These transformations for the emission point and detection point ensure that the three input coordinates are in the plane as required by the algorithm described in [10].

4.6.1 Results from reconstruction

In figure 23 the distribution of the reconstructed Cherenkov angle is shown for data and in figure 24 the same quantity is shown for the simulated data. The two distributions have been fitted in the range...
Figure 22. Centre coordinates \((x, y)\) and radius distributions of reconstructed Cherenkov rings.

0.84–0.91 mrad with a Gaussian function. The values of the fitted mean and width are quoted in the corresponding captions. From these figures it can be seen that resolution in data is compatible with that from simulation. The components of the resolution from simulated data are shown in table 3, which indicate that the resolution is dominated by the pixel size. The chromatic error comes from the variation of refractive index of the radiator with wavelength. The pixel size effect also results in the small structures seen in the tail background regions in figure 23 and figure 24.

The small bumps visible in figure 23 but not in figure 24 are due to the noise of the MaPMTs and to the other sources of noise in the readout system which are not included in the simulation and they appear as substructures due to the pixel size.
Figure 23. Reconstructed Cherenkov angle from real data. This plot contains the data from all four MaPMTs. A Gaussian fit to the main peak has a mean of 875 mrad and a width of 17 mrad.

Figure 24. Reconstructed Cherenkov angle from full simulation. This plot contains the data from all four MaPMTs. A Gaussian fit to the main peak has a mean of 875 mrad and a width of 17 mrad.

Table 3. Cherenkov angle resolutions from data and simulations. The components contributing to the resolution are also listed. The overall resolution and its uncertainty are dominated by the pixel size contribution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Resolution mrad</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chromatic</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emission point</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pixel size</td>
<td>15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total simulation</td>
<td>17.0 ± 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data</td>
<td>17.0 ± 0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5 Conclusions

The results of the beam tests at the CERN SPS using the baseline photon detectors and electronics for the LHCb RICH Upgrade have been presented. Using a lens as a solid Cherenkov radiator at the same time as a focusing element, Cherenkov rings have been observed. The setup has been used to test the main concept for the integration of the electronics and photon detectors in a complete readout system able to take data at a readout rate of 40 MHz, including the compact design of four MaPMTs into an Elementary Cell. The opto-electronics chain was similar to that proposed for the photon detector array of the RICH upgrade. Results show the capability to detect single photons, with a low dark current. The measured cross-talk level is low and compatible with the RICH upgrade requirements. The spatial resolution obtained from the reconstruction of the Cherenkov ring showed a good agreement with simulations. Further characterisation of new prototypes will be carried out in future beam tests, progressively integrating more modular units and with improved Data Acquisition and Detector Control Systems.
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